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Urban renewal has long been sandwiched between two slices of paradigmatic bread: the Modernist “bulldozer” projects of Robert Moses and the “walking city” cherished by his nemesis and proto-New Urbanist Jane Jacobs. Scholars have depicted Moses and Jacobs as David and Goliath, with the diminutive Jacobs rallying her neighbors to block Moses’ arterial road through Washington Square Park. And Moses, whose power in New York was virtually uncontested, glibly judged his opponent as “just a housewife.” If the outcome marked a rare defeat for Moses, it also represented for his metro-vision a fateful warning. By the early 1970s, in part due to urban crises, “freeway revolts,” and the Nixon Administration’s erasure of federal funding for highway construction, renewal à la Moses lost traction in U.S. cities. The Moses-Jacobs dialectic, or what historian Robert O. Self-termed the “traditional centerpieces … of renewal drama,” has obscured other actors, events, and phenomena in the continuing story of urban renewal. Alan Ehrenhalt’s *The Great Inversion and the Future of the American Metropolis* and Brent D. Ryan’s *Design after Decline: How America Rebuilds Shrinking Cities*, while exploring demographics and policy, respectively, offer viewpoints that move beyond traditional polarity.[1]

Both authors praise Jacobs for defending “everyday urbanism” in the face of Modernist renewal. Their views on Moses differ, with the former asserting it is “impossible today to imagine a [Robert] Moses emerging anywhere” and the latter opining that “Modernist, centralized planning was not always bad.”[2] Ehrenhalt, a journalist and former executive editor of *Governing*, and Ryan, professor of urban studies at MIT, suggest these centerpieces require updating if not partial abandonment. Jacobs has garnered more fans since her 1958 West Village victory and was a champion of Main Street qualities until her death in 2006. But her
legacy currently is under revision, with some historians suggesting Jacobs’ “admirers have gone a little too far” and that her near-universal canonization deserves closer scrutiny.[3] Moses, once regarded as a dictatorial genius, has also been reconsidered; instead of a destroyer of neighborhoods, historian Kenneth T. Jackson suggests that Moses’ remarkable intellect, near-mythic organizational abilities, and unflinching determination warrant him a certain appreciation. With much of his work surviving in greater New York, Jackson points to the durability and timelessness of Moses’ designs and how his bridges, roads, and civic spaces continue to serve their intended purposes.[4]

Moses and Jacobs aside, Ehrenhalt and Ryan argue that renewal itself needs greater elasticity. Rather than being bracketed by bulldozers and housewives, it should consider infusions of human, cultural, and monetary capital. These infusions, from “Latino-ization” in southern California to “yuppie-igation” on the Lower East Side, belong to a post-renewal era defined less by federal and state actors and more by private developers and citizens.[5] Scholars have demonstrated post-renewal is shaped by a piecemeal process of rebuilding and reinvestment and though by no means realized without contestation and occasional vitriol, the post-renewal city tends to bask in Jacobs’ afterglow. Ehrenhalt and Ryan, focusing on different aspects of post-renewal, contribute vital traffic to this debate.[6]

Ehrenhalt visits cities from Philadelphia, Cleveland, and Denver to New York, Atlanta, and Phoenix. He argues that U.S. cities, once bound to urban-suburban divisions abetted by deindustrialization and white flight, are now witnessing demographic “inversions” that resemble late-nineteenth century configurations of Paris or Vienna. While poor minorities and recent immigrants settle in peripheral inner rings and beyond, educated, culturally omnivorous, and mainly white residents abandon cul-de-sacs and malls and choose to live in or very near the center.[7] The latter group contains college graduates, knowledge workers, and empty-nesters while the former visits the center to work or recreate. At the same time, property values in central areas have risen, driving some long-time residents and businesses out and completing the reversal of traditional postwar settlement patterns. This indicates a de-whitening of the suburbs and a small though significant white migration
into central urban areas, a trend acknowledged by practitioners of suburban history.[8]

What accounts for the inversion? Ehrenhalt stresses that “inverters” crave the Jacobian “sidewalk ballet,” seek respite from the “real or virtual gatedness of suburban life,” and hope to find the diversity gentrification once eliminated. Consensus among many Millennials indicates that the suburban locales of their youth cannot provide the cultural opportunities found in cities. The inversion has also been aided by the 2008 economic recession, rising fuel costs, the spread of technology/social media, and growing preferences for living alone and/or in smaller spaces. In some cases, cities themselves facilitate inversion; marketing and branding strategies, or what urban theorist Edward Soja labels the “cultural fix,” portray cities as capitalizing on heritage, art, or the creation of experiences.[9]

Summoning Jacobs’ ghost, Ehrenhalt notes that today, nearly every urban planner tries to incorporate mixed-use zoning to regain the street life lost in the last three decades of the twentieth century. Within the inversion, renewal appears in forms ranging from restaurants and cafes, coffeehouses, music venues, and art galleries to residential units, factory lofts, expanded university campuses, and New Urbanist enclaves. But battles persist; in a revealing chapter about Houston, Ehrenhalt profiles state representative Garnet Coleman, who from his congressional perch is trying to prevent “shotgun property owners” and developers from compromising the Third Ward, a historically black neighborhood just south of central Houston.[10]

Though the inversion appears nationwide, Ehrenhalt shows certain cities fare better in receiving and sustaining the trend. Success and scope depends upon job opportunities, cost of living, infrastructure, and how cities transition from industrial to postindustrial economies. Whereas Philadelphia’s and Boston’s built environments are inherently well-suited for those who cherish a walking city, Phoenix, Dallas, and Charlotte spent millions on pedestrian-friendly amenities to satisfy “downtown longings.” With car-dependency long dictating their spatial arrangements, repopulating thinned-out downtowns emerged an article of faith in those cities.[11]
Ehrenhalt warns that inversion is at best partial and nowhere has it fully corrected problems of poverty, crime, or structural decay. Center City Philadelphia’s pricey condos, chic restaurants, and designer boutiques resemble renewal on the surface but in a greater metropolitan context, represent a healthy core and “badly decaying periphery.”[12] Despite investments in Phoenix (sports stadiums, office buildings, and a light rail system), a recent poll revealed that thirty per cent of young Phoenicians felt their downtown provided little “twenty four/seven energy….or great food.”[13] Nationally, an oversupply of new urban housing has trumped concerns about unmet demand, leading the author to conclude that the inversion is by no means a mass migration. The rapid spread of social media may obviate Millennials’ need to decide on an urban, suburban, or even exurban base. Given both the potential and limitations of the inversion, Ehrenhalt’s parting query calls on Jacobs: will the inversion “bring about the return” of the walking city or will technology substitute “regular social contact?” His answer seems ominous: with the proliferation of technology, “it hardly matters where they [Millennials] live.”[14]

In Design after Decline, Ryan notes that urban renewal’s demise brought both relief and disillusionment. Relief because it “treated existing neighborhoods with great brutality, and disillusionment because these developments also projected a vision of the future that was nothing if not optimistic.” While recognizing the Moses-Jacobs polarity, he argues that renewal’s demise had “no single actor to blame.” This is not unfounded, as Ryan’s second chapter measures and neatly summarizes the “sobering failure” of forty years of renewal concurrent with population loss in the nation’s ten largest cities.[15] Though Boston and San Francisco could gloat about early post-renewal successes (Faneuil Hall and Ghirardelli Square, respectively) Design after Decline centers on Philadelphia and Detroit, two shrinking cities “left adrift” after urban renewal departed. Ryan’s post-renewal actors are not the creative class, but mayors, architects, private developers, and bank presidents eager to transform the city. In a complicated and at times corrupt nexus, these actors heralded the post-renewal era and were determined not to repeat the mistakes of previous generations.

How were those mistakes avoided? Instead of Plan de Voisin-inspired housing or Futurama expressways, Ryan argues that renewal after 1970
contained neither brutality nor optimism. Projects such as Detroit's Victoria Park and Philadelphia's Poplar Houses were designed as small-scale, patchwork “subway suburbs” and emerged as islands in oceans of urban ruin.[16] Homes were built on small grassy lots, beset with picket fences and driveways, and contoured in curvilinear grids similar to suburban neighborhoods. Many residents were happy in homes they desired and found stable. Brutality was absent, for these developments did not resemble Le Corbusier’s *zeilenbau* superblocks.[17] Instead, low-slung ranch and row house designs maintained degrees of human-scale, allowing common spaces between them to appear less forbidding. Lack of optimism is a trickier claim to make, for Ryan fails to include voices and actions of those who resided in these developments or how they responded to vestiges of middle-class suburbia in the city. In a material sense, Victoria Park and Poplar provided something better than the dilapidated structures on the perimeter. Where Ryan finds pessimism is not among residents, but in the germination and long-term effects of the projects themselves; the architecture lacked any real innovation, commercial establishments were not permitted within them, surrounding areas tended to devalue, and with “reductive strategies” dominating post-renewal, ambition and sensitivity had flown out the window.[18]

Ryan believes that post-renewal still has a long way to go.[19] As evidenced by projects in Detroit and Philadelphia, it has been plagued by glacial inaction, lack of communication between residents and planners, a deadened utopian spirit, and apathy among politicians and developers to remedy vacant lots and decrepit building stock. Ryan advances several solutions. Via “palliative planning,” cities should take action even if full recovery is unlikely and that through “interventionist policy,” the decentralized actions of previous generations would yield to more focused, centralized proposals. Also, residents, those most affected by post-renewal, need to be empowered by (if not directly brought into) decision-making. Finally, post-renewal should adhere to a block-by-block sensibility. With large-scale clearance dead Ryan posits that shrinking cities, though always incomplete and in flux, represent the “richest opportunities” for urban designers. As an exemplar of this “social urbanism,” Ryan cites Sergio Fajardo’s mayoral administration (2003-2007) in Medellín, Colombia. In less than three years, Fajardo and his coterie of planners and advisers built or renovated libraries, schools,
police stations, enterprise centers, and linkages between low-income areas and the city’s metro system. These initiatives comprised an integrated urban project to benefit poorer districts. Yet Latin America, with its deep traditions of statism, is not the United States, where such actors have been pushed to the margins when it comes to post-renewal.

Ryan’s conclusion imagines post-renewal into the mid-twenty first century. In 2012, social urbanism in Philadelphia and Detroit required significant financial participation from the state, as both cities were still repaying bonds from the demolition of abandoned structures. Private-sector renewal continued in affluent areas, for municipal governments prohibited the use of federal/state subsidies for housing other than for those with low- to moderate-incomes. Home designs were cutting-edge, employing lower-cost green and sustainable architecture and materials. By 2050, central neighborhoods would still experience the “inversion”—though some peripheral areas remained neglected—but new low- and moderate-income housing would be built with higher density along selected blocks and corridors, creating a more polycentric city. By 2060, Ryan supposes that shrinking cities would see their hemorrhaging stopped by considerate, democratic development. Yet optimistically predicting the future in Detroit and Philadelphia seems more a game of chance than a quantifiable undertaking.

Despite claims about inverters or more thoughtful planning initiatives, both Ehrenhalt and Ryan suggest that cities will always contain pockets of vacancy and vitality. For several decades, scholars lamented the decline of urban America, pondered the causalities of riots, deindustrialization, and capital flight, struggled with questions about reusing obsolete architecture, and even debated the relevance of cities. They concluded tended to depress, sadden, and sketch out little hope; if American cities didn’t opt for what Joel Kotkin terms the “glamor zone” approach or appeal to the creative class, they would shrink until the last vestiges of better days disappeared. Quick-fix schemes such as casino gaming or sports venues, while briefly delivering suburbanites into town, failed to create sustained reinvestment in or reengagement with the city. Here, Ehrenhalt and Ryan enliven the debate: urban landscapes, if they are to become healthy and vibrant, require permanent residency, commercial invigoration, sound planning and management, reliable infrastructure, cultural offerings, and a pronounced degree of safety.
Amenities are only half the battle, for the psychological distaste many Americans possess about their cities needs to dissipate. As Ehrenhalt states, there is no abandonment of the suburbs in progress nor, as Ryan notes, is a purely democratic post-renewal future certain to take hold. Cities, despite their appeal, still face problems that previous generations hoped to escape. In the post-renewal age, as examined via demographics in *The Great Inversion* and policy making in *Design after Decline*, the polarity of the Moses-Jacobs feud now is subjected to multi-polar debates about the future of the American metropolis.
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